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Torn Memories of Nanking, Tamaki Matsuoka
Item description:
Torn Memories of Nanking is a collection of testimonies of Chinese victims and
Japanese perpetrators of the Nanjing Massacre researched and complied by Ms.
Tamaki Matsuoka. Matsuoka has committed 30 years of her life to give voice to the
silenced victims of the Nanjing Massacre and a final chance to the perpetrators to
come to terms with their own past – a very dark and unspeakable past.

Original
$35
Sale
$25

Author autographed copies are available
The Search for Justice: Japanese War Crimes, Peter Li
Item description:

B O

$20

The Rape of Nanking
An Undeniable History in Photographs, Shi Yong, James Yin

O

K

The question of national responsibility for crimes against humanity became an
urgent topic due to the charge of ethnic cleansing against the previous Yugoslav
government. But that was not the first such urging of legal and moral responsibility
for war crimes. While the Nazi German regime has been prototypical, the actions of
the Japanese military regime have been receiving increasing prominence and
attention. Indeed, Peter Li's volume examines the phenomenon of denial as well as
the deeds of destruction.

Item description: (Hard Cover)
An extensive collection of valuable photographs and primary documents of the
Japanese Carnage in China during World War II

Original
$90
Sale
$60

Bi-lingual in English and Chinese
Imperial Japan’s World War Two: 1931-1945, Werner Gruhl
Item description: (Hard cover)
The book offers a survey and synthesis of the historical literature and
documentation, statistical data, personal interviews and first-hand accounts to
provide a comprehensive overview analysis. Ideal for Asian specialists and those
concerned with human right issues in a historical context.

Original
$30
Sale
$25

Orienting Canada: Race, Empire, and the Transpacific, John Price
Item description:
Focusing on imperial conflicts in the Pacific, Orienting Canada disrupts these
familiar narratives in Canadian history by tracing the relationship between racism
and Canadian foreign policy. Grounded in transnationalism and anti-racist theory,
this book reassesses critical transpacific incidents, from the 1907 race riots to
Canada's early intervention in Vietnam. Shocking revelations about the effects of
racism and war into the 1960s are tempered by stories of community resilience and
transformation.
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Faith Love & the Railroad:
Memoir of a POW of the Japanese Imperial Army 1942-1945, Reginald Bulled
Item description:
This is a firsthand account of a British soldier held in captivity in Singapore and
Thailand from 1942 to 1945. It depicts the life of a prisoner of war who endured
inhumane living and working conditions under the Japanese Imperial Army. With
astounding courage, Reginald Bulled relived his experiences to record them as a
testament to the past.

Original
$15
Sale
$10

The Conception of Strategic Bombing: Guernica Chongqing Hiroshima, Tetsuo
Maeda
Item description:
Historical perspective and significance of aerial bombardments, warfare that has
characterized the 20th century and beyond. "The indiscriminate bombings, which
used to be adopted only by the powerful, have now become something to be
employed by anyone, anywhere, anytime -- offering even another mutation 'to perform
an international terrorism,' and that, 'by the union of terrorism and nuclear energy.' "

$25
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Nanjing Never Cries, Hong Zheng
Item description:
Set in the city of Nanjing during the time of the Sino-Japanese war (1937–1945),
this novel tells the story of four people caught up in the violence and tumult of these
years: John Winthrop and his MIT classmate, the brilliant Chinese physicist Calvin
Ren (Ren Kewen); Judy, Calvin's Chinese-American wife; and the beautiful and
determined young woman Chen May. John and Calvin take up positions at
Nanjing's National Central University and collaborate on a top-secret project to
design and build warplanes to enable the Chinese to defend themselves against
Japanese bombers. Meanwhile, John enjoys his new life in Nanjing. He helps the
lovely May with her English, falling a little in love with her; he shops for antiques;
meets with Chiang Kai-Shek and Madame Chiang; and once attends an evening's
entertainment at one of Nanjing's notorious Wine Houses.

$15

But when the Japanese invade, there is no safe place in the city. The Japanese
murder, torture, and rape indiscriminately. (The invasion and occupation were
described by the historian Iris Chang as “the forgotten holocaust.”) May sees her
own family killed; John works in a shelter for women and children; Calvin's family
flees the city while Calvin, weakened by overwork, stays behind to work on the
warplane project. Each tries to survive against the odds.
A Dog Named GANDER, Sergeant Major George S. MacDonell
Item description:
This book is dedicated to an unusual and heroic Newfoundland dog named Gander,
who fought bravely until, in a final act of heroism on the battlefield of Hong Kong, he
gave up his life for his comrades. It is also dedicated to the 2,000 Canadian soldiers
of “C-Force” who, in the face of an imminent Japanese threat, were sent to reinforce
the far distant British Crown Colony of Hong Kong in October of 1941.
This book is suitable for young readers from age.
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Original
$20
Sale
$15
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The Woman Who Could Not Forget
Iris Chang Before and Beyond the Rape of Nanking, Ying-Ying Chang
Item description: (hard cover)
A moving memoir about Iris Chang’s life from childhood through her early years as a
journalist and eventual success as an author and journalist through her mother
Ying-Ying Chang’s eyes, this memoir cements Iris’ legacy as one of the most
extraordinary minds of her generation.

Original
$30
Sale
$20

Author autographed copies are available
The Denial and Its Cost: Reflections on Nanking Massacre 70 Years Ago and
Beyond - Best Essays from Iris Chang Memorial Essay Contest 2007
Free
Item description:
The second collection of essays from the Iris Chang Memorial Essay Contest. Ideal
for teaching English and essay-writing in History and Social Sciences.
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Of Ox and Unicorn: An Immigrant's Story, Alan K. Joe
Item description:
Of Ox and Unicorn is a gripping and heart-wrenching page-turner about the author's
perilous childhood in China, his teenage years in Toronto's postwar Chinatown, and
fulfillment as a family man and professional. This memoir brings significance to the
Canadian Chinese community and to the experience of immigrants from every
culture and tradition.

Free

Iris Chang and the Forgotten Holocaust
Best Essays from Iris Chang Memorial Essay Contest 2006
Free
Item description:
Collection contains the winning essays from the Iris Chang Memorial Essay Contest
for 2006.
Can You Hear Us? The Untold Narratives of Comfort Women, In-hwan Park
Item description:
This book is a collection of oral narrations of Japanese military comfort women
operated by The Commission on Verification and Support for the Victims of
Forced Mobilization under Japanese Colonialism in Korea (South Korean
Governmental Organization)
The Commission acknowledges publication of “Can you hear us? The untold
narratives of Comfort women”, a collection of vivid oral narrations of twelve comfort
women who returned to home miraculously after years of forced mobilization. This
book also contains a testimony of acivic activist, who dedicated herself for a long
time for the resolution of the impending issue of the requisition of Korean women for
sexual slavery to the Japanese Imperial army.
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Iris Chang: The Rape of Nanking, DVD
Director: Bill Spahic & Anne Pick
Item description:
A feature-length docudrama launched at the 70th anniversary of the Nanking Massacre
retells this tragic history through the personal journey of Iris Chang as she shouldered
the burden of breaking the historical silence of WWII in Asia.

$15
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The DVD comes with subtitles in 7 languages: English, French, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese, Japanese, Korean, German
May & August, DVD
Director: Raymond To
Item description:
Through the eyes of Chinese sisters that lived in China during the Nanking massacre,
the story reveals the horrendous plights of ordinary civilians, especially the innocent
children.

Sale
$5

"You can never forget, never..." - Her Stories, DVD Korean Council
Item description:
A 20-minute documentary of the issue of “comfort women” in its totality by relating it to
the structure of colonialism, military statecraft, race, class, and gender
oppression. Since the 1990s, the unveiling “comfort women” issue has become the
cutting edge of the global movement to eliminate violence against women in war and
peace.
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